
Theresa Nash – Out And About By Bike 
Hanley Swan - Birt Street – Castlemorton – Upton – Hanley Castle 
14.5 miles, 63 minutes, 1356 calories 
 
I set out on my usual flat ride, a 16-miler, at the astonishingly early hour of 0830 this morning.  It has 
finally stopped raining and looked tentatively cheerful and I have not been out on my bike for nearly 
a week what with the bad weather and being away (a rather depressing weekend at my mother-in-
law’s, but that’s another story). 
 
I am trying to make my bike rides more practical in that they are there for a purpose, other than me 
just cycling around for the hell of it.  Not that there is anything wrong with this but I want to try to 
build it into normal life so that when I eventually get a proper job, I don’t just give it up under the 
demands of the working day.  So today’s excuse was to pick up something from the Doctor’s.  Ok, 
the likelihood of me doing this if I had a proper job to rush off to is rather low, but the alternative is I 
drive round, and where’s the fun in that? 
 
So off I went on my flat route.  I have two main routes, this flat one and a shorter but harder hillier 
one where I go up the Malverns and back down again.  I’m going to try to build shopping into this 
one, as I pass all the shops on the way back, which will present some logistical challenges. 
 
I was feeling pretty good this morning.  I am not normally a morning person and the thought of 
getting up early and going out into the cold mist and drizzle is something it takes all my mental 
strength to overcome.  In fact getting up at all is a big effort in the winter.  But once I’m out I always 
wish I did this every morning.  The early morning air is clean and fresh, it blows the cobwebs out of 
your hair and on my routes, there is not much traffic to contend with so you are left in peace and 
quiet as you speed down the lanes.  Despite going for a rare run yesterday evening, I felt pretty fresh 
and I fancied I was up on the clock.  I’m always looking for a PB on each ride, so this was good news.  
But I’d said to myself last week that I need to stop doing this – it makes me stick to the same routes 
all the time and I miss the opportunity to explore the little, inviting lanes I keep passing on the way, 
and this is part of the reason for going out in the first place. 
 
I made myself stop and buy some eggs to calm down.  I know this is an unorthodox tactic, but there 
is a little egg stall outside a farm near the Farmer’s Arms in Birt Street which sells very cheap eggs at 
only £1 a dozen.  I’d always meant to try some just to compare with our usual supplier which is a 
little egg stall outside a farm near the trout fishing place in Gilver’s Lane – and they charge £1.20 a 
dozen.  So I stopped, put my coin in the jar and stuffed a box of big, brown eggs down the front of 
my jersey. 
 
My next innovation was to fork left at the Farmer’s Arms instead of carrying straight on to Longdon.  
I’d never been up this road before.  How exciting!  The road sign said six miles to Upton, which can’t 
be much shorter than going via Longdon on my normal route.  And, as it turned out, this route was 
tricky, along very windy, narrow, debris-strewn tracks and I can’t imagine that in a car that it would 
be much quicker either.  It was certainly no quicker on the bike. 
 
This route went via Castlemorton, where there was a traffic jam outside the school and past a 
number of very messy dairy farms and posh, timbered farm houses.  One particularly nice one had a 
sort of sunken garden in the front that looked inviting.  I met one car along this road, so it was quiet, 
and passed a good deal of birds, which would start out of the hedge and swoop down around me 
with a flash of colour.  Goldcrests and chaffinches in particular must like it round there judging by 
the numbers I saw. 
 
After twisting and turning, the road came out along the Welland to Upton road, near the Upton 
Business Park, so it was a simple journey into the town, via the surgery and then out again on the 
main road to Hanley Castle.  I very rarely cycle this as it’s busy – usually I go down the back roads by 
Tiltridge vineyard and Clive’s Fruit Farm, where I can study their pig family slopping about in the 



orchards up to their elbows in cider pressings.  They are Tamworths, I think, big brown and black 
things, usually with a collection of piglets wallowing around and squawking to each other.  Quite 
fascinating to watch them foraging in the mud and pushing each other around.  But that had to wait 
as I needed to get back the quick way so I could go out Christmas shopping as soon as I got back (and 
had a shower, of course).  Normally I’m not so keen to go Christmas shopping, but this shopping was 
for me, so obviously I was a bit more willing than usual. 
 
There is a cycle path along this road, which is the main road to Powick and Worcester from Upton, 
but it is so covered in tree bits, mud, leaves and broken glass that it is really not worth cycling.  I 
have done so occasionally, as I think cycle paths should generally be used if they are there, but I’ve 
always regretted it.  For one they are a lot slower as you have to navigate around all the debris and 
bits of uprooted, broken tarmac and other obstacles along them.  I have, obviously, complained to 
the council about this poor level of maintenance but nothing happened.  So I stick to the road.  This 
is at least straight, clean and level, even if the cars go too fast and don’t give you enough room, 
making you glad to get back home in one piece. 
 
It is all an adventure, though, and that’s the important thing. 
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